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NEWS FROM THE BOARD

News From the Board

By Gail Sousa, 2nd Vice President, Membership

WELCOME TO THE BOARD! Had to jump right in to this
new role as the year is already well underway. Luckily the
start of my time as VP of membership coincided with a
board development day where we got to understand
each other’s personalities, did team-building activities
and, most importantly, strategized on areas of focus for
the continued success and growth of the AWA. With a
mix of well-seasoned board members and new additions,
the dynamic sharing of ideas and consensus on priorities
made me happy I said yes to the vacated board position.
Since I returned from my summer in the U.S. it has
seemed as if friends are traveling more, popping in and
out of Hong Kong continually. But that has not stopped
our members from doing great things, such as
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representing AWA at the Pink Walk for Breast Health,
committing weekly to teach English to schoolchildren,
and working endless hours on our annual Charity Bazaar
(led by our prodigious co-chairs Tiffany Broeckelman
and Jessica Flaten Cheng).
Speaking of the Charity Bazaar, we would like to
extend a heartfelt THANK YOU to the entire AWA
community for making our Charity Bazaar a big success.
The Charity Bazaar is important to the AWA for a few
reasons: 1) It is our biggest fundraiser of the year,
contributing 50 percent of the monies that we donate to
local charities; 2) It relies on the support of more than
100 AWA volunteers; and 3) It fulfills our AWA mission of
welcoming and empowering women to connect and
contribute in Hong Kong.
We hope that most of you experienced the Charity
Bazaar firsthand. Whether you purchased a Lucky Lai
See ticket (and hopefully won one of our impressive
prizes donated by more than 100 local merchants),
bought a “Star” for the Giving Tree, purchased some
incredible merchandise from one of 88 local vendors, or
simply enjoyed the festive spirit and the unique setting of
PMQ, we hope you had fun.
The spirit of the Charity Bazaar is about giving back
and last year the AWA contributed a remarkable
HK$1,119,120 to local charities. We provided 30
scholarships to underprivileged students and funded 27
impactful projects for local organizations. Our Charity
Bazaar is a special and poignant AWA tradition and we
couldn’t think of a better way to kick off the holiday
season. For more Bazaar coverage and photos, flip to
page 14 of this issue.
And speaking of the fast-approaching holiday
season, please consider baking some cookies for the
Red Cross Holiday Cookie Drive (cookies are due
December 4) and mark your calendars for the AWA
holiday party on Tuesday, December 11. We are excited
to gather at a new venue, the Tai Kwun Centre for
Heritage and Arts, to share in a bit of holiday cheer.
“Volunteers don’t get paid, not because they’re
worthless, but because they’re priceless.” – Sherry
Anderson
Thank you for all you do. Happy reading.

MEMBERSHIP

Pink Walk for Breast Health

The AWA (American Women’s Association) is a
dynamic community of women of all nationalities, with
over 650 members from 36 countries. We are sure you
will find your niche through our diverse range of
activities, events and opportunities to volunteer. All
women are welcome – do join us!
Current members – you are our best ambassadors.
Please introduce new arrivals and old friends to AWA –
over wine at OWL, at a Neighborhood Coffee, a WOW
event, or encourage them to attend CHAT. AWA’s

Welcome New Members
Leyla Aghamalova
Janine Banks
Pernilla Bergqvist
Theresa Christensen
Louise Corbett
Mireille Gastmans
Siobhan Henry
Jennifer Hollyer
Jane Hotchkiss

Amy Jiang
Keerat Kaur
Caroline Shelley
Diane Solem
Victoria Spencer
Melissa Wender
Anne Zahner
Kristin Zeising

vision is that all women can connect with us and
develop a rich, satisfying and purposeful life in Hong
Kong.
Joining AWA is easy via our website at: awa.org.hk
or call 2527 2961.
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AWA ENJOYS

Yuen Long Short Walk and Dai Pai Dong Supper with Jason Wordie

Introduction to City U College of Veterinary Medicine, One Health and the Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory
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AWA ENJOYS

Pink Walk for Breast Health

Aerial Yoga

Foreign Correspondents' Club Lunch
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AWA ENJOYS

Riding for the Disabled Volunteer Training

Deity Di Zang’s Birthday Festival
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FEATURE

AFTERNOON BOOK CLUB REPORT:

“Pachinko”

By Karen Ferguson

compares to the game of life. We concluded that like life,
there is a set path for us to follow, but there will always be an
element of chance in what happens. Just as well, because if
everything were predetermined, what would be the joy and
interest in the game – or in life?
The scoring was as varied as the discussion, ranging
from 5 to 9 with an average of 7.3.
Our upcoming meeting dates and books are: December
11, “Daisy Miller” by Henry James, and January 22, “Lincoln
in the Bardo” by George Saunders. To join the Afternoon
Book Club, please email coordinators Kathryn Abbott
(ykathrynabbotty@hotmail.com) and Penny Van Niel (penny.
vanniel@gmail.com).

THE AFTERNOON BOOK CLUB recently read “Pachinko”
by Min Jin Lee and there was certainly plenty of animated
discussion with a great range of opinions on the book.
The author, Min Jin Lee, was born in South Korea to
Korean parents and the family relocated to the US in 1976.
“Pachinko,” which was a finalist for the National Book Award
for fiction in 2017, is Lee’s second novel. Pachinko gives us
an epic story that spans almost a century, three countries
and four generations of an ethnic Korean family living in
Japan that cannot even claim a single shared name.
We discussed one of the central characters, Sunja, and
her naiveté, hope, sense of duty, but also her strong instinct
for survival. Along with Kyunghee and Yangjin, Sunja formed
part of a formidable triangle of female characters that gave
strength and community to one another. We also debated the
role of men in Korean society and the pressure they feel to
provide and protect, and to father an heir.
We were lucky to have a Japanese native among us. We
were intrigued to learn that there were several inaccuracies in
the novel. It was frustrating that Lee had not researched a bit
deeper to omit these and so make the storyline more credible
and the detail more robust.
Death was a recurring theme throughout the book, but
even once departed, the characters remained present. It was
noted that the author herself has remarked how hard she
finds it to end the lives of her characters, having invested so
much to create them.
Finally, we discussed the title itself and how pachinko
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Since 1990

Scan to shop
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Memeber of International Colored Gemstone Association

FEATURE

Better Know a Member:

Olivia Choi

Where are you from, and where have you lived? I was born
in Hong Kong. My family moved to Canada when I was
young. Like many Hong Kongers in that generation, I came
back and lived in Hong Kong after the handover in 1997. I
have also lived in Canada, the UK and China.
Children/family status? I met my husband Simon Wong at
high school (more than two decades ago!) and we’ve been
married for 14 years. Our daughter Charlotte is 12
years old; she is studying at the International
Christian School.
Tell us about your professional life. I
started as a financial strategist in the
investment banking sector; now I
am an assistant professor at the
University of Hong Kong
teaching statistics and risk
management. I enjoy the
academic environment a lot, as I
feel competent working with
people from a variety of
disciplines.
What do you enjoy doing in your
spare time? I am an active member
of the Rotary Club and I am very
committed in community service. I’m glad
this year, through the connection of AWA, I
could co-organize events with Suzanne Younan for
Green Dragons HK and clean up the beach after Typhoon
Mangkhut.
What is your idea of perfect happiness? A healthy and
balanced life, both physically and mentally, with God.
What is your greatest fear? Losing my memory and not
remembering my family and friends.
What is the quality you most like in a man? Kind-hearted
and a good listener.
What is the quality you most like in a woman?
Affectionate, fun and adventurous.
When and where were you happiest? I am always happiest
when I go sailing or cruising in the water. On the most recent
occasion, I was out sailing on a catamaran with my family
and best friends.

What have been your favorite AWA moments? My favorite
AWA moments are definitely the dragon boat practices and
races with the AWA Globe Paddlers. I enjoyed the months of
persistent practice, positive team spirit and powerful bonding
we established between the enthusiastic members. I also
loved the AWA’s Incredible India trip in March 2018. There
was lots of laughter, lots of fun and lots of love.
How did you learn about AWA Globe Paddlers? I saw
a post on Facebook inviting newbies to try out a
dragon boat open session around late
2014. Although I had known of this sport
for years, it was the first time I
attempted getting on the boat. No
regrets, I tried and I fell in love with
it.
What do you most love about
HK? I love the diversity of culture
and people, and the coexistence
of the rapidly changing business
environment and the peaceful
country parks.
What do you most dislike or find
most challenging about HK? The
evolving political dynamics and
negative media influence on the future
generation.
Where is your favorite travel destination? Zermatt,
Switzerland.
Where are you going on your next trip? Prague.
What is your most marked characteristic? I am a
numerical and analytical person but I also love music and
arts.
Who are your favorite writers? Mitch Albom, Elizabeth
Gilbert, John Graham.
Who is your hero from fiction? Le Petit Prince.
How would you like to die? To die in faith of God, without
hesitation and regret.
“Better Know a Member” is a series highlighting the
diversity of AWA’s membership. To suggest a subject,
please contact Annie Fifer and Gunjali Singh at annefifer@
gmail.com and gunjalis@gmail.com.
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Green Your Holiday Season
By the AWA Environmental Committee

THE PURPOSE OF A HOLIDAY (in any tradition and season)

neighbor…It never occurred to me the environmental impact
this festive tradition had on the planet. Now I use an online
e-card website. You can choose from at least 20 delightfully
animated Christmas cards and add your own personal
message. You can also send animated Advent calendars. A
small annual subscription fee covers cards for all occasions
and holidays.” – Suzanne Younan

Reduce and reuse gift wrap, or
use alternatives like newspaper or
oddments of fabric:

Solve the great tree dilemma:

is to culminate a year’s cycle with a more mature
understanding of the self and the world. Here are some ways
in which our committee members are striving to make their
holidays more sustainable this year. May the season bring
mindfulness and merriment for everyone! – Gabriela Caraman
Heijnen, chair, AWA environmental committee

“In our family we collect gift bags when people give them to
us. Then, on Christmas, rather than wrapping presents, we
put them in gift bags and tape the bag shut.” – Mary Alice
Haddad

Instead of Christmas cards, use
e-cards or send a recording or video:

“Being British, I grew up giving absolutely EVERYONE a card
at Christmas: every classmate, teacher, lollipop lady,
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“For 15 years we had a fake Christmas tree believing it was
‘saving the planet.’ That dog-eared, droopy old thing did us
proud for many a year! However, on my ‘plastic discovery
journey’ I realized that the fake tree that went to the landfill last
year will probably be around long after I have left this planet.
This year I have decided to have a fresh tree but I will also
pay for a tree to be planted in its place – there are several
websites nowadays that will happily do so for you!” – SY
“Try a no-plastic, non-natural Christmas tree like the ones
my mother used to do, hanging all sort of colorful balls and
objects in a cone shape.” – Chiara Rodriquez

FEATURE
Make your travels greener:

“Living more than ten thousand kilometers away from home is
the biggest single issue in the way of a relatively sustainable
Christmas. Whether we’re traveling with our families overseas
or hosting them here, the carbon footprint associated with
travels is the largest anti-gift we could give to the
environment.
“You can reverse this negative impact by offsetting your
family’s carbon footprint. Carbon Footprint (carbonfootprint.
com/carbonoffset.html) is a one-stop website where you can
calculate your carbon footprint, monetize it and donate the
amount to projects aimed at reducing emissions.” – CR

Try these sustainable gift ideas:

• Experiences rather than objects (e.g., a day at the water
park for kids, a GiftRocket or similar online gift card for a
night out on the town)
• Fashionable, reusable shopping bags that can be folded
up to fit in a purse or pocket
• Edible gifts (cookies, biscotti, jams, etc.) in a jar
• Homemade bath salts in a jar or homemade soap (insert a
small toy for added appeal to those little ones who are
reluctant to use soap!)
• Homemade lemon and coconut lip balm

• Homemade terrariums
• Cover the cost of kids’ lessons (music, drama, chess,
etc.) or sports team registrations

Consider alternatives to physical gifts:

“For me, sustainability is really about choosing to live
consciously, focusing my time and money on things that
bring me joy. In the holiday season, that usually means fewer
physical gifts and more time spent with the people closest to
me – technology-free. Something as simple as a phone-free
catch-up over dinner or board game night brings out what the
holidays are really about – family and friends!” – Bingwan Li
(Gini)
“An expensive gift won’t substitute for quality time. If we
however absolutely need to give gifts, let us arrange for a
meaningful item or experience that doesn’t just delight the
senses but also reminds the recipient to be at her or his best,
without harming the environment. This winter our family shall
make a donation to plant 100 trees. The patch is not nearby
for us to enjoy now, nor in our home countries to enjoy later. It
is in a distant land that risks rampant desertification. Borders
exist only on a transactional level, Mother Planet is
indivisible.” – GCH

Spa Beaute Par Zai & The Academy
Our Award Winning Treatments
HONG KONG . CANADA
SINCE 1975

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Facials
Aromatherapy
Slimming Treatments
Reﬂexology
Waxing
Permanent Hair Removal
Electrolysis

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eyelash Extension
Eyebrow & Eyelash Tint
Henna
Permanent TaMoo
Manicure & Pedicure
Hairstyling
Make up by Nigar Q.

12/F Sea Bird House 22-28 Wyndham Street Central Hong Kong
Tel: 25241272 / 25225945 Whats app 93645271
Email: info@spabpz.com Website : www.spabpz.com
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Fashion Sustainability:
How Can We Do Our Part?
The first article in this two-part series was published in
last month’s magazine and addressed the causes and
effects of pollution and waste from the fashion industry.

OVER THE YEARS many efforts have arisen to help alleviate
the waste created by the fashion industry, especially by fast
fashion and overconsumption. No one can be sure of the best
solution, but the one thing we do know is that we can help the
environment by becoming better consumers and modifying
our consumption behaviors.
The GlamOutfit app (stuffnstyle.com) is an easy place to
start your quest for closet simplification. The app will help you
to take a digital inventory of all the items currently in your
wardrobe so you can more easily mix and match them. It will
also help you find pieces that might be missing from your
wardrobe and offer the best shopping options.
You can also try a clothing subscription service such as
StitchFix (stitchfix.com), a digitally-based personal styling
service that curates clothing based on your lifestyle and
evolving needs. The idea is that customized shopping
services can be a means to ending overconsumption since
shoppers make fewer wasteful purchases.
Another novel way of filling your closet is a clothing rental
service like Yeechoo (yeechoo.com). Similar to Rent the
Runway in the U.S., Yeechoo allows you to sign up for
different types of rental plans ranging from monthly (where six
new designer items arrive each month) to one-time. Dresses
can be delivered directly to your door and you can even
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By Monique Kearney

schedule a dress fitting at their showroom in Central.
Luxury apparel may also be a viable solution for those
seeking more sustainable fashion. Created with quality
materials and construction, luxury items’ lifespans are
inherently longer than their fast fashion counterparts. You can
buy high-end designer goods from many consignment and
thrift resellers, with some accepting only the best-conditioned
items and others accepting gently worn goods.
Vestiaire Collective (us.vestiairecollective.com/about) is
one reseller that is available for consignment and delivery of
“authenticated, pre-owned luxury fashion” in Hong Kong. The
RealReal (therealreal.com) is another e-commerce platform
where owners of luxury apparel, accessories, timepieces,
and even art can sell and buy products. Though The
RealReal does not accept consignments in Hong Kong, they
do deliver here. They are also particularly honest about the
conditions of the products they post online, whether they are
pristine or show some wear.
But how about reselling the less expensive, trendy pieces
we all have in our wardrobes? As long as it is high quality and
in good condition, you can take it to Green Ladies (gl.sjs.org.
hk/greenladies). Located in Wan Chai and Sai Ying Pun,
Green Ladies was the first shop in Hong Kong to adopt an
eco-friendly consignment model.
The concept is simple – you bring in your in-season,
good-condition clothing and the buyer evaluates whether
they can sell it in the shop. If they accept your clothing, you
sign the consignment contract to display your items for a twomonth period, and you receive 30 percent of the retail price if
it sells. With trends and fads continuously coming and going,
this type of shop makes it easy for people to get rid of
apparel they no longer desire in exchange for a fresh
wardrobe piece.
The truth is that fashion will never die. Consumers will
constantly want and expect newness and retailers will
consistently deliver it. But if we want to avoid mass-produced
goods and the waste that comes with them, it really comes
down to opting for products that are made to last. Fashion
companies should try as much as possible to reduce waste
by planning production cycles more carefully and finding
environmentally responsible means to deal with overstock –
but it is also up to us as consumers to take advantage of the
services that are available and think before we buy.

FEATURE

Hong Kong Human Rights Arts Prize
By Ming Lai Cheung
AWA Charities Reporter

THE WAIT IS ALMOST OVER – the winner of this year’s
Hong Kong Human Rights Arts Prize (HKHRAP) is to be
announced at the exhibition opening on December 8 at The
Hive Spring in Wong Chuk Hang.
This year’s show carries special significance, as it marks
the 70th anniversary of the United Nations’ Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). Ambassador Carmen
Cano, head of the European Union Office to Hong Kong and
Macao, shared what led the EU Office to co-host this year’s
HKHRAP with Justice Centre Hong Kong.
“The principles and values of the EU are firmly rooted in
human rights. We believe that a modern society cannot
develop without respect for human dignity, equality, the rule
of law, freedom, and democracy. With this year marking the
70th anniversary of the UDHR, the Arts Prize is an excellent
occasion to raise awareness about its importance and
meaning.”
The HKHRAP was established in 2013 with the vision of
engaging the civic imagination in Hong Kong. Katie Vajda, a
photographer who won the HKHRAP in 2014, explained why
she agreed to co-direct this year’s prize.
“This is an important platform for local artists, celebrating
the voices and stories of Hong Kong. We have seen a
remarkable group of artists progress through to the shortlist
this year. Their human rights-based work reflects the year
that was politically, the zeitgeist of our times, expressed
powerfully through their chosen medium.”
Certain themes have recurred in submissions throughout
the years, including the Occupy movement, the environment,
homelessness, refugees, forced labor, ethnic minorities, and
LGBT rights. While the theme each year is local and
international human rights, Vajda said, “Rather than us telling
the artists about what the topic is, it is almost like they inform
us what is pressing in their world.”
The HKHRAP application is open to all Hong Kong artists.

It is different from other arts prizes in that it is
truly an open call – artists without academic
credentials or an exhibition history are
welcome to submit their work, and the contest
has received entries from refugees and
domestic helpers in the past.
To ensure that the selection process
remains unbiased, each artist’s details
(including name, age, nationality, ethnicity, and
profession) are withheld from the panel of
distinguished judges.
Piya Muqit, executive director of Justice
Centre Hong Kong, noted the importance of
HKHRAP to the center’s mission. “The work of Justice Centre
is focused on direct legal and psychosocial services,
research, law and policy reform to strengthen the rule of law
in Hong Kong. To be able to engage with the public, we have
to find a way to communicate meaningfully. Art is a very
powerful medium to communicate the current human rights
situations in Hong Kong, and inspire people to become
involved in improving the lives of the most marginalized in
Hong Kong.”
The exhibition will be open to the public in Wong Chuk
Hang until January 11, 2019. To increase accessibility, there
will be a second showing from January 14 to February 3,
2019 at Tomorrow Maybe, the Eaton Hotel’s gallery space in
Jordan. Auction proceeds and ticket donations will go
directly to Justice Centre Hong Kong to fund their programs
in 2019.
HKHRAP Awards Ceremony & Opening Event: Saturday,
December 8 (4 pm – 8 pm)
The Hive Spring, Wong Chuk Hang, Hong Kong
Tickets available on Eventbrite:
https://www.eventbrite.hk/e/hong-kong-human-rights-artsprize-award-ceremony-opening-event-tickets-51747817114
Public Exhibition (Hong Kong Island): The Hive Spring,
December 9, 2018 – January 11, 2019
Remex Centre, 3/F, 42 Wong Chuk Hang Road, Wong Chuk
Hang, Hong Kong
Open Monday – Friday (except public holidays), 8 am – 8 pm
Public Exhibition (Kowloon): Tomorrow Maybe, Eaton
Hotel, January 14 – February 3, 2019
380 Nathan Road, Jordan, Kowloon
The winning artwork will be available for public viewing at
Tomorrow Maybe. A selection of finalist works will be available
for public viewing throughout the lobby area of the Eaton
Hotel.
Tomorrow Maybe is open daily, 11 am – 9 pm
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Thank You

from the Co-Chairs
As the Co-Chairs
for this year’s AWA
Charity Bazaar, we
would love to thank
everyone involved in
helping us put on an
amazing event! All
of the hours of hard
work, planning and
preparations culminated in a day full
of smiling faces and
good vibes.

Typhoon Yutu downsized to a tropical
storm and changed
direction and we were
blessed with cool
weather plus glorious sunshine to fill the PMQ courtyard. Our vendors offered us a wide array of products
to shop for and those who came to get a jump on
their holiday shopping were not disappointed! The
Lai See Lucky Draw was as hot as a Black Friday sale
and patrons were opening their wallets to support
the Giving Tree and Silent Auction. We were lucky
to have amazing sponsors who provided amazing
printwork, kids activities on the day, support for the
event and even our water refill to help us be more
eco-friendly. All aspects of the day felt like a big win
in our books.
The day was a pleasure to be involved with, but we
could not have done it without all those that offered
support to us as we were new to the co-chair position, spent time creating graphics and informational
blasts, helped procure donations for the day, put
in hours of packing and wrapping, and just showed
up on the day to help us pull this off! We couldn’t
be more proud of this organization and the amazing
things that can be accomplished when women band
together to support the community!!
Thank you all!
Jessica & Tiffany

Committee:

Barbora Mayer
Debbie Cruikshank
Rachel Bourke
Lisa Wallis
Robin Neiterman
Beth McNicholas
Augusta Nichols-Even Natasha Bochorishvili
Heidi Rockowitz
Monique Kozan
Cathy Furlong
Christine Harber
Tara McCartney
Valerie Blume
Tracey-Lee Hayes
Lisa Strunin
Andrea Roth

Volunteers:

Priyanka Agarwal
Binita Haria
Shirley Andruko
Inwha Huh
Itala Anez
Maureen Hurley
Jill Baran Scott
Elissa Imran
Helen Barrett
Hajra Ismail
Jennifer Bartolomeo
Jasman Kaur
Angela Bellas
Monique Kearney
MaryAnn Boone
Betsy Langberg
Julia Broad
Sophie Leahy
Ana Cahill
Marie Mak-Rocheleau
Amy Caine
Sandy Murzin
Helen Carruthers
Susan Nicoll
Eve Charest-Jeudy
Mary P Oliver
Olivia Choi
Susan Putnam
Lauri Coulter
Kim Rehmann
Alison Doran
Chiara Rodriquez
Susie Edrington
Himeshika
Katherine Fenton
Samaradivakara
Iqra Urooj Fida
Gail Sousa
Robin Fine
Patrizia Tarallo
Hiroko Fu
Barbara Tengtio
Lisa Geary
Linda Van Noy
Dara Genesi
Sunny Wai Song
Amy Goldman
Karen Whitaker
Pattie Gordon
Dawn Worgan

thank you to our

Silent
Auction
donors:

thank you to our

Lai See
Lucky Draw

donors:

CHANTAL MILLER GALLERY
ASIA SOCIETY HONG KONG CENTER
The Hong Kong Jockey Club
Former Explosives Magazine,
9 Justice Drive, Admiralty, Hong Kong

OPENING HOURS
Tuesday - Sunday: 11am - 6pm
Last Thursday of Every Month: 11am - 8pm
Closed on Mondays, Christmas Day and
New Year’s Day

FREE ADMISSION

(852) 2103 9511
www.asiasociety.org.hk
Asiasocietyhongkong
@AsiaSocietyHK

Organizer

Exclusive Sponsor

Media Partner

from
the
Voices
from the AWA

Charity Bazaar 2018
By Natasha Bochorishvili

On November 1 I was wandering
through a busy and dense crowd
of shoppers, vendors and
volunteers at the AWA Charity
Bazaar, looking around, talking
with people and enjoying every
minute of it. It was my firstever AWA Bazaar and I could
feel straightaway that it was
very special – there was this
nice buzz and atmosphere that
comes with events that go
really well and attract people
who feel good together. Everyone was smiling, hugging and
greeting each other – it was like
a reunion of old friends!
And indeed it was. Many vendors have been regulars for
years: “We have been participating in AWA events since the
years of the Excelsior Hotel in
Causeway Bay being its location.
We are a big fan of your events.” –
Caoimhe from NUAN
Cashmere
Some came as shoppers in the
past and decided that it was the
right place for their products:
“This is my first fair with AWA. I
came as a purchaser last year
and thought that this is a fair I
would definitely like to sell some
products at. Everyone is so nice
and wonderful, it is very encouraging!” – Carla from Grey Luxe

Many vendors commented that
it was the best-run fair that they
have attended, and that they
were particularly pleased with

the support they were getting
from AWA: “We are loving the
Bazaar! AWA have been so
supportive in helping us and
making it so convenient for us to
set up the table.” – Johnny from
Genius Greens

Importantly, they felt that they
were at the right place and in
really good company. Many of
them commented on the high
quality of products, and were
proud to be part of this pool of
vendors: “I am having a great
time here; the customers are all
really excited about all the
products. It’s very friendly and I
think the quality of things on
offer is great. As a vendor myself
I can say that it’s a brilliant space
to be doing it in!” – Stephanie
from Sempimimi Jewelry
Needless to say, the day was
very successful business-wise.
One shopper said, “[There were]
lots of really useful gift ideas,
more than I expected! I hope everyone spent as much as I did!”
AWA Bazaar veterans like Rachel
Bourke were comparing this year
with their past experiences: “I’ve
been at the Bazaar for the last
seven years and this year’s was
the best yet!”
Besides the pleasures of shopping there was of course the
excitement of the Lucky Draw
(we heard so many reports from

members about how excellent
the prizes were this year) and the
Silent Auction, and the
opportunity to donate toward
local charities with the Giving
Tree.
The Bazaar is the biggest fundraiser for AWA’s charitable giving
and this year the funds raised by
the bazaar were impressive. At
press time, the net total raised
by this year’s Bazaar is $580,000,
thus exceeding last year’s result
of $514,000!
I was very fortunate to be able to
participate in the Bazaar not only
on the day, but also over months
of planning and prep work. At
all stages it remained a fun and
friendly team activity. To quote
one of the
Bazaar
participants:
“It was a truly
perfect day,
which only happens when a lot
of work is done
in preparation!”
A big, big thankyou to the
Bazaar cochairs Tiffany
Broeckelman and Jessica Cheng,
who were the driving force and
the heart of the AWA Bazaar;
to Barbora Mayer and Rachel
Bourke, who contributed so
much to its success; and to all
the Bazaar team and volunteers!
You gave your thoughts, time and
heart to make it what it was: a
most friendly, enjoyable,
smoothly running, impeccably
organized event.
We already miss the Bazaar and
look forward to next year’s event!

Faces
from the AWA

Charity Bazaar 2018

A warm thank-you to the talented Julia Broad (www.JuliaBroad.com)
for helping us capture the fun and friendship of the day!
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It’s Nutcracker Time!

PHOTO BY: CONRAD DY-LIACCO / HONG KONG BALLET

By J’nee Easter

IT’S THAT magical time of year when children and adults look

forward to the holiday wonderment of waltzing flowers,
swirling snowflakes and the technically tough twirls of the
Sugar Plum Fairy in the ever-popular “Nutcracker” ballet. For
three decades, Hong Kong families have enjoyed
Tchaikovsky’s most brilliant music, which will be performed
live once again by the Hong Kong Sinfonietta. This year,
performances will reflect the influence of the Hong Kong
Ballet’s new artistic director, Septime Webre.
“‘The Nutcracker’ is filled with such magical sensibility –
it’s witty, musical and breathtakingly beautiful. Combined with
Tchaikovsky’s magnificent score, it becomes something
amazing and an unforgettable experience for the entire family
to enjoy together,” Webre said.
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The former artistic director of the Washington Ballet was
chosen from 70 international candidates to succeed
Madeleine Onne in July. Like many other expats in Hong
Kong, the 55-year-old Cuban-American signed a three-year
contract with the company.
Just as the heroic Nutcracker battles the villainous Rat
King, the ballet company fights for its financial fitness around
this time of year. The 16 “Nutcracker” performances account
for about half of the Hong Kong Ballet’s annual box office
revenues and attendance records, but perhaps Webre’s new
vision for the ballet will change that.
Webre spent 17 years reinventing ballet in the U.S.’s
capital, overseeing a growth of the Washington Ballet’s
budget from US$2 million to $12 million, and bringing

FEATURE
accessible ballet lessons to more than 10,000 students in
public schools.
“What I bring is a natural inclination to open the doors of
ballet – that’s just who I am,” Webre told Zolima CityMag in
2017. Integrating the ballet into the social fabric of the city
through unique dance performances is high on his agenda.
Ballet originated in Europe but Webre believes the future
of new ballet productions will be global. “Hong Kong is a city
that crackles with energy,” he has said. “It’s a glorious
mashup of global influences and has this really special fusion
of culture and ideas.”
One idea in development at the Hong Kong Ballet is an
adaptation of “Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon,” working
with the film’s art director, Tim Yip. Webre and Yip are also

5 Nutty Facts About
“The Nutcracker”
1) “The Nutcracker” ballet is based on a story by E.T.A. Hoffman,
“The Nutcracker and the Mouse King,” published in Germany in
1816. In 1844 Alexandre Dumas (of “The Count of Monte
Cristo” and “The Three Musketeers” fame) adapted the story
with a plot nearly identical to that of Tchaikovsky's ballet.
2) Tchaikovsky died less than a year after the 1892 debut of
“The Nutcracker,” never knowing the impact his work would
have around the world for decades to come.
3) The unique instrument you hear in the “Dance of the Sugar
Plum Fairy” is a celesta. Tchaikovsky smuggled one into Russia
from Paris because he thought it created the perfect sound for
the Sugar Plum Fairy.
4) After the 1917 Russian Revolution, “The Nutcracker” became
an export to the U.S. when 27 priceless scripts were taken out
of the Soviet Union by Nikoli Sergeyev. Each detailed the
ballet’s choreography, music, and designs for décor and
costumes, with theater programs and photos from the
productions at the St. Petersburg Imperial Theatres. Called the
“Sergeyev Collection,” the scripts are now kept at Harvard
University.
5) Carved wooden nutcrackers featuring soldiers, knights,
kings, etc. have been around since the 15th century. Figurative
nutcrackers are considered good luck symbols in Germany.

tossing around the idea of a “Romeo and Juliet” set among
Hong Kong’s triad families. Another possible project is an
adaptation of one of Eileen Chang’s novels, either set in
Shanghai or Japanese-occupied Hong Kong in the 1940s.
Whatever comes about will surely be a passion project
steeped in culture and adventure.

Ticketing

The 16 two-hour-long (including intermission) “Nutcracker”
performances run from December 14-16, 19-23 and 25-26,
2018 at the Grand Theatre, Hong Kong Cultural Centre.
Tickets are available at URBTIX (www.urbtix.hk), priced from
$180 to $680, with VIP tickets at $1,000.

PHOTO COURTESY OF HONG KONG BALLET

Septime Webre

CAN YOU SPEND A FEW HOURS
TO HELP REBRAND THE WOW
(WOMEN ON THE WAY UP)
COMMITTEE TO REACH A
WIDER COMMUNITY?
You don’t need professional
experience, just a talent/
understanding of marketing,
and a desire to help women
of all levels of ambition get
back into the marketplace,
change direction or delve
further into their careers.
And if you have social media
skills - we can't wait to meet
you!
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BOOK REVIEW:

“Sunset Survivors”

By Frances Nicholls

SUNSET SURVIVORS
Meet the People Keeping Hong Kong’s Traditional Industries Alive
Author: Lindsay Varty
Photography: Gary Jones
Published by: Blacksmith Books
ISBN 978-988-77928-3-3

A well-curated book with excellent
photographs by the talented photographer
Gary Jones that really captures the heart
and soul of the Sunset Survivors.
I WAS FORTUNATE enough to attend the recent book

launch of “Sunset Survivors,” held at G.O.D., where I met
the lovely author, Lindsay Varty. As guests walked around
the store they could view different artifacts, such as
bamboo steamers, from some of the Sunset Survivors that
Lindsay writes about in her book. They were also drinking,
in addition to the usual wine and beer, delicious sugar
cane juice purchased from Kung Lee Herbal Tea Shop on
Hollywood Road, another one of the Sunset Survivors.
Lindsay Varty
This isn’t Lindsay’s first foray into writing – she wrote
the text for “The Book: A Celebration of the History of the Hong Kong Sevens Week,” which came
out in 2013. She has been playing rugby since she was 12, and first played for Hong Kong when
she was 17. She left Hong Kong to study French at Nottingham
University but always knew that she would return home to Hong Kong.
For the past five years she has been a full-time professional rugby
player.
When I met with Lindsay to discuss her book I could immediately
see her passion for her subject. She grew up in Hong Kong and her
parents had always taken her out into the local Hong Kong scene,
eating congee at local dai pai dongs and going to local wet markets
with her mother, Corinne.
She told me that her inspiration for this book was a man she had
regularly seen standing on the corner, selling perfumed white flowers
amidst the crowds of business people. One day he wasn’t there and
she wondered what had happened to him. Seeing the juxtaposition of
the old and new, she wanted to document it before it slipped away.
It took her about three years to write this book. Her full-time rugby
training only left time to research and write between 4 pm and 7 pm –
so it’s just as well she has a lot of stamina. The photographer Gary
Jones, whom she met while working on her previous book, would go
out with her while she interviewed each of the subjects. Although she is
competent in Cantonese she didn’t always feel fluent enough to speak
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Lindsay said she chose the
title “Sunset Survivors”
because she wanted to add a
positive spin to the book. She
wrote this book to help people
to appreciate these industries
before they are gone.

PHOTO BY: GARY JONES

to them about technical matters, so
sometimes she would take one of
her rugby teammates to help her.
I asked her how she found each
of the artisans: it was through word
of mouth and also from the
Intangible Cultural Heritage Society
list, which lists about 100 people.
Lindsay recorded the interviews
and said her rugby teammates were invaluable in helping with the
transcription, as Lindsay wanted to quote the people she interviewed so
the book would be in their voice and not hers.
In the book, Lindsay also includes information about the different
industries, which I found particularly useful. I had often passed the ornate
Little Box of Tea shop on Jervois Street in Sheung Wan but had not
realized it was medicinal tea, nor understood the background behind their
wares. Also, she shares tidbits that I had never really thought about, such
as the fact that bamboo steamers impart their own flavor to dim sum.
Lindsay said she chose the title “Sunset Survivors” because she
wanted to add a positive spin to the book. She wrote this book to help
people to appreciate these industries before they are gone. Lindsay feels
that the people she documents on each of these pages are real heroes –
holding onto these traditional industries that I fear will be replaced by
progress. Such hard-working passionate men and women.
Lindsay believes that through her book you can see and meet the real
Hong Kong, not the tourist Hong Kong, and I agree with her.
On the contents page she lists all the vendors that she went
to, and I am planning to go around to see all 30 of them
before they are no longer there. I think now they will have a
steady stream of visitors.
I asked Lindsay, “What next?” Never one to stand still (she
is a rugby player after all), she does have ideas for future
books.
I loved this book so much I purchased three copies, one
for me and two for friends, posting one to a fellow AWA
member who has now moved to Japan. A fabulous memento
of Hong Kong, it would make a great present for yourself or
for friends. You can purchase the book from major
booksellers in Hong Kong, or directly from the publisher,
Blacksmith Books.
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CALENDAR - ONGOING EVENTS
CHAT (Come Have a Talk)

OWL CENTRAL (Out With the Ladies)

WHEN: 	Thursday, 10:30am – 12:00 noon
(except public holidays)
WHERE: 	Café 8, Rooftop of Pier 8, above the
Maritime Museum.
COST: 	No fee (all beverages & lunches at
personal expense)
COORDINATORS: Nancy Acee, hacee3@gmail.com
Avril York, avrily7@gmail.com

Come join us any week or every week - same time, same
place (except public holidays).
WHEN:
Every Tuesday, 5:30pm – 7:00pm
WHERE:
Oolaa
20 Bridges Street, Soho
COORDINATOR: Connie Albracht, conniealbracht@me.com

Neighborhood Coffees

Come join us any week or every week - same time, same
place (except public holidays)
WHEN:
Every Thursday, 5:00 – 7:00pm
WHERE:
Hemingway's, Main Plaza
COORDINATOR:
Dede Marconato,
marconatofamily@gmail.com

If you live, work or play in any of the following neighborhoods,
join others in your area for a monthly coffee. Meet new friends
or catch up with old ones, discuss and plan new activities.
Contact your local coordinator for details of forthcoming
coffees.
HK SOUTHSIDE

Jean Han, jeanhoya@yahoo.com

POK FU LAM AND SHOUSON HILL

Annie Fifer, annefifer@gmail.com

DISCOVERY BAY

Kathryn Abbott, ykathrynabbotty@
hotmail.com

DB OWL (Out with the Ladies)

SAI KUNG

Katherine Fenton, klfone@aol.com

KOWLOON

Penny Soder, pennysoder@gmail.com

HK CENTRAL/MID LEVELS

Ana Cahill, anapcahill@yahoo.com

AWA Buddy Program

How would you like to help welcome new members to the
AWA? The AWA Buddy Program pairs interested new
members with a “Buddy” who helps answer questions about
life in Hong Kong and/or the AWA. We always need new
Buddies as new members join throughout the year. If this
behind-the-scenes activity appeals to you, please contact
Alison May at alisonemay@me.com.

Foon Ying-Hong Kong Insights

Foon Ying means “welcome” in Cantonese and the whole
idea of these sessions is to embark on adventures and
embrace new friendships. We welcome AWA members, both
long-standing and newbies, to get together and explore the
SAR; to share experiences about life in Hong Kong along
with the tips and wrinkles that just make it all a bit easier. We
aim to help you build your friendship circles so the program
is great for both brand new “Hong Kongers” as well as those
of us who have been here a while and watched our first
batch of friends and contacts head home or off to new
pastures. Your commitment is to attend all three sessions
over a three-week period and be willing to explore new
places and meet some lovely people (and possibly lifelong
friends)!
WHEN:	Every month
WHERE:	AWA office or alternate location as agreed
COORDINATORS: Chrissie Govier,
chrissie.govier@gmail.com
Helen Pott, helen.hk123@gmail.com
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Part time Clinic Coordinator and PA to Director
We are looking for a friendly, well presented
individual to lead and develop our practice team and
ensure a positive environment for both staff and
patients. We prefer some managerial experience and
need you to be computer literate, well organised and
attentive to details. Excellent spoken and written
English is essential.
Flexible hours and leave.
If you are interested please contact Jeselle at
jesellechristinne@hotmail.com.

CALENDAR - UPCOMING EVENTS

Educational Series – Walking Tour with Jason Wordie:
WWII Military Tour: Wong Nai Chung Gap
When: Saturday, 1 December, 10:00 AM – 1:00 PM (Approx.)
Register by Thursday, 29 November

Cooking with Passion: A Taste of India 8
When: Friday, 11 January, 11:00 AM – 2:00 PM
Register by Monday, 7 January

Wander Asia Local Tour: Christmas Decorations Shopping in
Sham Shui Po
When: Tuesday, 4 December, 1:00 PM – 3:00 PM

Educational Series: Tour of SCAD, the Mei Ho House,
and the JCCAC
When: Wednesday, 16 January, 9:30 AM – 3:00 PM (Approx.)
Register by Friday, 11 January

Entertainment Series: Bollywood Dance – Beginners
When: Wednesday, 5 December, 2:00 PM – 4:00 PM (Approx.)
Register by Wednesday, 28 November

Educational Series – Historical Talk with Jason Wordie:
Triads – An Historical Overview and Modern Perspective
When: Thursday, 17 January, 10:00 AM – 11:30 AM

Entertainment Series: Private Art Preview: Chinyee Solo
Exhibition
When: Thursday, 6 December, 6:00 PM – 8:00 PM
Register by Tuesday, 4 December

Lunch Series: Hong Kong Cricket Club
When: Friday, 18 January, 12:00 PM – 2:30 PM (Approx.)
Register by Monday, 14 January

Entertainment Series: Christmas Tea at the Peninsula Hotel
When: Thursday, 6 December, 1:30 PM – 4:00 PM (Approx.)

Cooking Demo and Lunch Series: Domestic Helpers Class –
Japanese Gyoza Dumplings
When: Monday, 21 January, 11:00 AM – 2:00 PM (Approx.)

Educational Series: What Are Crystals Anyway?
When: Friday, 7 December, 10:00 AM – 1:00 PM
Register by Thursday, 29 November

Educational Series: How to Decorate Your Home
When: Monday, 21 January, 9:30 AM – 1:00 PM (Approx.)
Register by Friday, 18 January; No refunds

Arts/Crafts & Design Series: Christmas Flower Arranging
Class
When: Tuesday, 11 December, 11:30 AM – 1:30 PM (Approx.)
Register by Wednesday, 5 December

Arts/Crafts & Design Series: Paint Jamming Workshop
and Wine
When: Tuesday, 22 January, 7:00 PM – 10:00 PM
Register by Sunday, 20 January

Entertainment Series: Christmas Tea at the Peninsula
(2nd Session)
When: Wednesday, 12 December, 1:30 PM – 4:00 PM (Approx.)

Virtual Reality Fun
When: Wednesday, 23 January, 11:45 AM – 2:30 PM (Approx.);
No refunds

Entertainment Series: Timothy Oulton's Holiday Gathering
When: Thursday, 13 December, 6:00 PM – 8:00 PM
Register by Tuesday, 11 December

Cooking with Passion: A Taste of India 1 (For Domestic
Helpers)
When: Thursday, 24 January, 11:00 AM – 2:00 PM
Register by Wednesday, 16 January

Arts/Crafts & Design Series: Bead and Leather Wrap Bracelet
When: Thursday, 13 December, 9:30 AM – 1:30 PM (Approx.)
Entertainment Series: Mahjong with Yam Cha Lunch
(Beginners Welcome)
When: Tuesday, 18 December, 10:00 AM – 2:00 PM
Educational Series: Introduction to Bollywood Dance
When: Wednesday, 9 January, 2:00 PM – 3:30 PM
Health and Wellness: Traditional Chi Kung
When: Thursdays 10, 17, 24, 31 January, 1:00 PM – 1:45 PM

Adventure Series: Search for the Lost Hakka Village
When: Friday, 25 January, 8:00 AM – 7:00 PM (Approx.)
Register by Friday, 18 January
High Tea at The Murray
When: Tuesday, 29 January, 2:30 PM – 4:15 PM
Register by Tuesday, 22 January
Educational Series – Walking Tour with Jason Wordie:
Kowloon Tsim Sha Tsui
When: Tuesday, 29 January, 9:00 AM – 12:30 PM
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LOCAL TOURS AND ACTIVITIES
Educational Series – Walking Tour with
Jason Wordie: WWII Military Tour: Wong
Nai Chung Gap

Saturday, 1 December, 10:00 AM – 1:00
PM (Approx.)
Register by Thursday, 29 November
WHERE:
Near Parkview Apartment Complex
(Exact location will be emailed to
participants)
COST:
$420 member/$480 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
10 min/18 max (excluding coordinator)
COORDINATOR(S): Susan Soskin West 9191 1503
Join us for a morning of history and hiking through the
strategically important Wong Nai Chung Gap. In this area
and the nearby hillsides around Jardine’s Lookout, the
British, together with their Canadian, Indian and Chinese
allies, struggled to defend HK against the December 1941
Japanese invasion. You will see numerous remains of
defensive installations, including underground bunkers,
pillboxes, and anti-aircraft battery positions still surprisingly
intact. On this walk/hike, we will follow the Wong Nai Chung
Military Trail from near HK Parkview down to Wong Nai
Chung Gap. We will learn about the lead-up to the Japanese
invasion of HK, gain an overview of the conflict here in
relation to events globally and in China, and explore what
happened in this small but critical section of HK Island that
led to the British surrender on Christmas Day, 1941. The walk
will conclude at the Canadian War Memorial and bunker
complex on Wong Nai Chung Road.
WHEN:

Wander Asia Local Tour: Christmas
Decorations Shopping in Sham Shui Po

WHEN:
Tuesday, 4 December, 1:00 PM – 3:00 PM
WHERE:
Meet at TST MTR (inside) near Exit A1
COST:
$60 member/$120 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
4 min/12 max (excluding coordinator)
COORDINATOR(S): Lisa Wallis 6715 0653
Want to bring some holiday spirit into your home? Looking for
those “fill-ins” for your Christmas decorating needs? Sham
Shui Po has long been known for its “crafty” qualities, but for
a short span in December, it is also home for those hard-tofind Christmas decorations at reasonable prices: village
“snow,” fabrics, tree trims and skirts, stockings to hang and
much more! Join us as we walk about this eclectic area of
Kowloon. Please bring your loaded Octopus card, small bills
(best for bartering) and your holiday spirit!
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Entertainment Series: Bollywood Dance –
Beginners

Wednesday, 5 December, 2:00 PM – 4:00
PM (Approx.)
Register by Wednesday, 28 November;
no refunds after registration deadline.
WHERE:
Meet at Admiralty MTR (inside) near M&S
Foods
COST:
$260 member/$320 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
5 min/15 max
COORDINATOR(S): Tracey-Lee Hayes 9130 0851
A fun 1.5 hour session of Indian dancing to the best
Bollywood hits! This dance intro is suitable for everyone,
whether you want a fun dance workout or want to learn how
to dance at an upcoming India Asia tour. The Bollywood
dance genre was inspired by a range of influential dances,
from elegant classical Indian styles to energetic bhangra.
Binita specializes in teaching complete beginners and will
have you dancing a whole Bollywood dance by the end of
your very first session. Guaranteed to leave you with a smile
on your face! Binita is the resident Bollywood teacher at the
largest dance studio in Hong Kong’s Central and Western
districts, and has performed in cities around the world
including London, Paris, Berlin, Las Vegas, Marrakesh,
Tokyo, and Taipei.
WHEN:

Entertainment Series: Private Art Preview:
Chinyee Solo Exhibition

Thursday, 6 December, 6:00 PM – 8:00
PM
Register by Tuesday, 4 December
WHERE:
Alisan Fine Arts, Central Gallery, 21/F
Lyndhurst Tower, 1 Lyndhurst Terrace,
Central
COST:
$60 member/$100 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
15 min/40 max
COORDINATOR(S): Heidi Rockowitz 9090 7909, Kim
Rehmann 6039 2311
Alisan Fine Arts, one of Hong Kong’s most established
galleries focusing on contemporary ink art and Chinese
diaspora artists, is honored to invite the AWA to attend an
exclusive private preview of recent paintings by Chinyee, an
American Chinese, New York-based artist whose work has
been esteemed by critics as “lyrical abstraction.” Chinyee’s
loose, unformulated brushstrokes reflect both Asian brush
techniques and years of careful study of modernist
abstraction. Through her work, one may glimpse the
spontaneity of de Kooning, the poignancy of Joan Mitchell,
and the spaciousness of Mark Rothko.
WHEN:

LOCAL TOURS AND ACTIVITIES
Entertainment Series: Christmas Tea at the
Peninsula Hotel

Thursday, 6 December, 1:30 PM – 4:00
PM (Approx.)
WHERE:
Meet at Admiralty MTR (inside) near M&S
Foods
COST:
$525 member/$605 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
6 min/16 max
COORDINATOR(S): Katherine Fenton 6708 3345, Natalia
Bochorishvili 9853 0253
It’s nearly Christmas time! Hong Kong is bubbling with
excitement and joy, and is all made up! All those
decorations, all those lights – and no better place to be part
of the festivities than across the harbor in Kowloon at the
Peninsula Hotel, one of the city’s oldest, most elegant and
most popular gathering places. Dress up and sparkle, and
join us for an afternoon of holiday cheer and camaraderie at
the Peninsula Hotel’s world-famous high tea. (Cost includes
tea and 10 percent service charge.)
WHEN:

Arts/Crafts & Design Series: Christmas
Flower Arranging Class

WHEN: Tuesday, 11 December, 11:30 AM – 1:30 PM
(Approx.)
Register by Wednesday, 5 December
WHERE:
Hong Kong Academy Flower
Arrangement (Exact location will be
emailed to participants)
COST:
$640 member/$720 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
15 min/20 max (excluding coordinator)
COORDINATOR(S): Susan Putnam 6272 6700, Camilla Born
9836 9691
Just in time for the holidays...explore the world of “flower art”
at the Hong Kong Academy of Flower Arrangement, founded
by Theresa Lam in 1989. Theresa is famous for her clean
and modern techniques as well as her experience in training
outstanding floral designers and florists. Come join this fun,
festive activity!

Entertainment Series: Christmas Tea at the
Peninsula (2nd Session)

Wednesday, 12 December, 1:30 PM –
4:00 PM (Approx.)
WHERE:
Meet at Admiralty MTR (inside) near M&S
Foods
COST:
$525 member/$605 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
6 min/16 max
COORDINATOR(S): Cathy Furlong 9249 8533, Rebecca
Hooper 6822 4721
See description above for December 6 event.
WHEN:

Educational Series: What Are Crystals
Anyway?

Friday, 7 December, 10:00 AM – 1:00 PM
Register by Thursday, 29 November
WHERE:
Sheung Wan (Exact location will be
emailed to participants)
COST:
$750 member/$810 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
6 min/8 max (excluding coordinator)
COORDINATOR(S): Yelena Zakharova 9726 2378
Do you have pieces of crystals that you are particularly
drawn to? Have you experienced some approach-avoidance
with crystals? You would like to use them, but some people
tell you they are superstitious or even mystical (so you better
stay away)? Join our class on crystals – information and
entertainment all in one! Get all the appropriate information
about the beauty and power of crystals through hands-on
experience and learn to do basic grids for a healthier body
and mind. You will learn about crystals’ chemical
compositions; their internal structure, stability and frequency;
and how they benefit us in everyday life.
WHEN:

Entertainment Series: Timothy Oulton’s
Holiday Gathering

Thursday, 13 December, 6:00 PM – 8:00 PM
Register by Tuesday, 11 December
WHERE:
Timothy Oulton, 17 Gough Street, Central
COST:
$200 member/$260 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
20 min/40 max
COORDINATOR(S): Heidi Rockowitz 9090 7909
Join us for a holiday gathering at Timothy Oulton’s Gallery
in Central. Holiday drinks and festive bites will be served
while members can relax and enjoy the store’s gorgeous
surroundings. Those members who wish to shop for lastminute holiday gifts may enjoy the AWA discount of 10-15
percent.
WHEN:
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LOCAL TOURS AND ACTIVITIES
Arts/Crafts & Design Series: Bead and
Leather Wrap Bracelet

Educational Series: Introduction to
Bollywood Dance

WHEN:

WHEN:
WHERE:

Thursday, 13 December, 9:30 AM – 1:30
PM (Approx.)
WHERE:
Stubbs Road (Exact location will be
emailed to participants)
COST:
$610 member/$670 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
4 min/8 max (excluding coordinator)
COORDINATOR(S): Emily Hoaglin 6685 0305
Jewelry fashions come and go; however, this bracelet style
has been around for years and just keeps getting reinvented
in amazing ways. In this class, Emily Hoaglin will show you
the basics of the versatile “clasp” technique. The main body
of the bracelet is a very simple, repetitive pattern of weaving
and tying. During the class, Emily will talk about how to
expand upon this technique to create your own design, and
provide pictures and examples for you to use as inspiration.
(Available beads and leather cord may vary from photo.)

Wednesday, 9 January, 2:00 PM – 3:30 PM
Meet at Admiralty MTR (inside) near M&S
Foods
COST:
$260 member/$320 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
5 min/15 max (excluding coordinator)
COORDINATOR(S): Tracey-Lee Hayes 9130 0851
A fun 1.5 hour session of Indian dancing to the best
Bollywood hits! This dance intro is suitable for everyone,
whether you want a fun dance workout or want to learn how
to dance at an upcoming India Asia tour. The Bollywood
dance genre was inspired by a range of influential dances,
from elegant classical Indian styles to energetic bhangra.
Binita specializes in teaching complete beginners and will
have you dancing a whole Bollywood dance by the end of
your very first session. Guaranteed to leave you with a smile
on your face! Binita is the resident Bollywood teacher at the
largest dance studio in Hong Kong’s Central and Western
districts, and has performed in cities around the world
including London, Paris, Berlin, Las Vegas, Marrakesh,
Tokyo, and Taipei.

Health and Wellness: Traditional Chi Kung

Thursdays 10, 17, 24, 31 January, 1:00
PM – 1:45 PM
WHERE:
AWA Office
COST:
$160 member/$220 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
2 min/10 max (excluding coordinator)
COORDINATOR(S): Tracey-Lee Hayes 9130 0851
For over the last thousand years, people in China have
believed that movement in the morning is a very healthy
exercise. Chi kung (ba duan jin) especially helps relieve
the body of pain, reduces blood pressure and assists with
balancing the body’s weight. Relaxed breathing is the
main part of the stretch movement. Theresa Cheung Kit
Pun will teach this stretch movement for beginners – it is
simple and fun!
WHEN:

Entertainment Series: Mahjong with Yam
Cha Lunch (Beginners Welcome)

Tuesday, 18 December, 10:00 AM – 2:00
PM
WHERE:
Meet at Admiralty MTR (inside) near M&S
Foods
COST:
$60 member/$120 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
4 min/8 max (excluding coordinator)
COORDINATOR(S): Tracey-Lee Hayes 9130 0851, Theresa
Derrick 9278 3180
The best way to experience a city is with a local! Join
Theresa for a relaxing day at an outdoor neighborhood
restaurant near Swan Lake, eating dim sum and playing
mahjong (beginners are welcome). Born in Hong Kong,
Theresa Cheung Kit Ping was raised in Macau and is
presently the resident chi kung (ba duan jin) teacher for
stretch and movement for the AWA. Theresa will introduce
you to the local life of lunch and mahjong – a unique
experience. Lunch and refreshments will be at shared
expense. Please bring loaded Octopus cards for the MTR.
WHEN:
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Friday, 11 January, 11:00 AM – 2:00 PM
Register by Monday, 7 January
WHERE:
41A Stubbs Rd., Villa Monte Rosa, Block
C, 9th Fl., Flat 1, Hong Kong
COST:
$400 member/$460 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
4 min/8 max (excluding coordinator)
COORDINATOR(S): Lavinia Hemandas 2838 2199
Cooking with Lavinia brings you through an amazing journey
of India and introduces you to a marriage of spices. You’ll
learn to create wonderful aromatic cuisines that will please
your family and “wow” your guests! Today’s menu is: methi
ajwan masala machi, steamed spicy fillet of fish in fenugreek
WHEN:

LOCAL TOURS AND ACTIVITIES
and thyme; aloo tikki, crispy potato coins with herbs; and
subzi korma, seasonal garden vegetables in a creamy korma
sauce. A sit-down lunch will be served with wine and
wonderful company!

Educational Series: Tour of SCAD, the Mei
Ho House, and the JCCAC

Wednesday, 16 January, 9:30 AM – 3:00
PM (Approx.)
Register by Friday, 11 January
WHERE:
Meet at Admiralty MTR (inside) near M&S
Foods
COST:
$60 member/$120 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
15 min/25 max
COORDINATOR(S): Lee Parr 5693 9163, Susan Soskin West
9191 1503
Join us at Savannah College of Art and Design (SCAD) for
a tour of the beautifully rehabilitated campus (formerly a
magistrate’s court building). SCAD offers over 40
programs locally, including painting, illustration, sculpture,
cinema, photography, fashion, interior design, jewelry,
dramatic writing, performing arts, and historic preservation.
We will join Ms. Carmela Spinelli (former chair of the
School of Fashion at SCAD) in the “Courtroom” on campus
for a lecture on Guo Pei, the first Chinese national fashion
designer invited to join the prestigious Chambre Syndicale
de la Haute Couture. Afterwards we will walk to the Mei Ho
House Heritage Museum and learn more about the history
of this area of town. (See AWA website for further info.)
WHEN:

Educational Series – Historical Talk with
Jason Wordie: Triads – An Historical
Overview and Modern Perspective

Thursday, 17 January, 10:00 AM – 11:30
AM
WHERE:
AWA Office
COST:
$330 member/$390 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
12 min/30 max
COORDINATOR(S): Susan Soskin West 9191 1503
A thrilling, gory staple of the local film industry, few aspects
of modern Hong Kong life are as heavily overlaid with myth
and urban legend as the Tin Dei Hui (Heaven and Earth
Societies) – better known as the triads. This talk will explore
exactly what a triad is in contemporary Chinese society –
and what it is not – and how the triad societies evolved in
China from Ming loyalists in the early Manchu period
onwards towards the Republican era and the present day.
Illustrated detail will be given of triad ritual and mythology,
and discussion of their pervasive role in modern Hong
Kong life.
WHEN:

Lunch Series: Hong Kong Cricket Club

Friday, 18 January, 12:00 PM – 2:30 PM
(Approx.)
Register by Monday, 14 January
WHERE:
Meet in the foyer, G/F, HKCC, 137 Wong
Nai Chung Gap Road
COST:
$60 member/$120 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
6 min/11 max (excluding coordinator)
COORDINATOR(S): Camilla Born 9836 9691
Established in 1851, the HKCC is the oldest cricket club in
Asia. Join us for a gourmet lunch in the Willow Room, the
Club’s renowned Chinese restaurant, followed by a tour of
the club facilities. HKCC is a leading sporting and family
club that provides a broad and diverse range of sports and
social activities. The club is famed for its outstanding location
in the heart of Hong Kong Island, surrounded by the hills and
greenery of Wong Nai Chung Gap. Lunch and drinks will be
at shared expense.
WHEN:

Cooking Demo and Lunch Series:
Domestic Helpers Class – Japanese Gyoza
Dumplings

Monday, 21 January, 11:00 AM – 2:00 PM
(Approx.)
WHERE:
Mid Levels (Exact location will be emailed
to participants)
COST:
$610 member/$670 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
6 min/10 max (excluding coordinator)
COORDINATOR(S): Tracey-Lee Hayes 9130 0851
Does your helper love cooking? Do you enjoy eating
Japanese food and would like your helper to learn the art of
making it? If so, helpers are welcome to attend this home
cooking class and demonstration given by Mayu Okada, a
Le Cordon Bleu Paris-trained chef who has worked at the
French Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Paris. Through her
business, Mayu’s Kitchen & Co., Mayu is offering private
chef services and cookery courses in French and Japanese
cuisine. Join us for today’s menu: traditional gyoza
dumplings (pork, cabbage, chives); chicken gyoza
dumplings (chicken, olives); and homemade gyoza sauce
for a cucumber ginger salad. Afterwards we will sit down
together and enjoy the lovely Japanese lunch.
WHEN:

Educational Series: How to Decorate Your
Home
WHEN:

WHERE:

Monday, 21 January, 9:30 AM – 1:00 PM
(Approx.)
Register by Friday, 18 January; no
refunds will be given at any time.
Meet at Admiralty MTR (inside) near M&S
Foods
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COST:
$610 member/$670 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
15 min/25 max
COORDINATOR(S): Camilla Born 9836 9691, Susan Putnam
6272 6700
Ever wondered what makes a home look like a “magazine”
home? In this introductory course, we’ll clue you in on the
secrets of the stylists, and teach you tips and tricks that
make all the difference in creating beautiful living spaces.
You’ll learn how to select fabrics, textures and patterns to
elevate your interiors. We’ll also explore how the use of
clever lighting, color and furniture can transform your
space. This is a great beginner’s course especially
designed for AWA members – you don’t need any previous
experience.

Arts/Crafts & Design Series: Paint
Jamming Workshop and Wine

Tuesday, 22 January, 7:00 PM – 10:00
PM
Register by Sunday, 20 January
WHERE:
Wan Chai (Exact location will be emailed
to participants)
COST:
$350 member/$400 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
10 min/25 max
COORDINATOR(S): Cathy Furlong 9249 8533, Kim Rehmann
6039 2311
Come and enjoy a fun night of painting and socializing. Our
group will be led by a professional artist who will help us
paint a “masterpiece” in just three hours. No experience
needed. Please bring wine or a small appetizer to share. Soft
drinks and glasses will be provided.
WHEN:

Virtual Reality Fun

WHEN: Wednesday, 23 January, 11:45 AM – 2:30 PM
(Approx.); no refunds will be given at any
time.
WHERE:
Tsim Sha Tsui (TST) (Exact location will
be emailed to participants)
COST:
$320 member/$380 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
6 min/10 max (excluding coordinator)
COORDINATOR(S): Cathy Furlong 9249 8533
One of the coolest things I’ve done so far in Hong Kong!
These Virtual Reality rooms take you into the set of the
“Curse of Davy Jones” or “Dead Wood Mansion.” It is 45
minutes of absolute FUN! Then we will have lunch and talk
about this adventure. Lunch will be at shared expense.
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Cooking with Passion: A Taste of India 1
(For Domestic Helpers)

Thursday, 24 January, 11:00 AM – 2:00
PM
Register by Wednesday, 16 January
WHERE:
41A Stubbs Rd., Villa Monte Rosa, Block
C, 9 Fl., Flat 1, Hong Kong
COST:
$370 member/$430 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
4 min/8 max (excluding coordinator)
COORDINATOR(S): Lavinia Hemandas 2838 2199
No time to join a cooking class yourself? Our very own
Lavinia Hemandas of the popular “Cooking with Passion”
classes will teach your domestic helper several dishes
which will not only excite your palate, but also surely delight
your family and friends! Today’s menu is: sayel murgh,
braised chicken in masala sauce; sabzi pulao, fragrant
basmati rice with aromatic vegetables; and samosa, crispy
triangles filled with spicy potatoes, onions & peas. Lunch will
be enjoyed afterwards.
WHEN:

Adventure Series: Search for the Lost
Hakka Village

Friday, 25 January, 8:00 AM – 7:00 PM
(Approx.)
Register by Friday, 18 January
WHERE:
Meet at Admiralty MTR (inside) near M&S
Foods
COST:
$900 member/$960 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
10 min/12 max
COORDINATOR(S): MaryAnn Boone 9556 8659, Karen
Womick 6316 7737
A speedboat journey from Ma Liu Shui in the New Territories
will bring us to the village of Lai Chi Wo, where a local
villager will guide us through one of the best-preserved
traditional Hakka walled villages in Hong Kong. Lai Chi Wo
was founded in the 17th century. At its peak, more than
1000 villagers lived here. Following the mass migration to
the urban areas after World War II, only a few villagers
remained. Nevertheless, the traditional Hakka houses,
village walls, cannons, temples, and winnowing machines
still remain intact. Through the exploration of these relics, we
will experience the Hakka’s unique history, architecture and
way of life. After a seafood lunch in a local Chinese
restaurant, we will walk around the Crooked Island Village
and then go on to explore the Lost Hakka Village. See AWA
website for further details.
WHEN:

LOCAL TOURS AND ACTIVITIES
High Tea at The Murray

Tuesday, 29 January, 2:30 PM – 4:15 PM
Register by Tuesday, 22 January
WHERE:
Meet at The Murray Garden Lounge, 22
Cotton Tree Drive, Central
COST:
$400 member/$460 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
8 min/16 max
COORDINATOR(S): Karen Womick 6316 7737
Part of Hong Kong’s Conserving Central Project, the Murray
Hotel is one of the city’s most iconic landmarks. The Murray
Building was built in 1969, winning multiple awards in its
heyday for energy-efficient design. The hotel’s Garden
Lounge offers an elegant atmosphere to enjoy the Murray’s
signature afternoon tea. A treat for the senses, the menu
includes sweet and savory light bites along with a curated
offering of specialty teas by Jing. What better way to spend a
January afternoon with AWA friends! Wine or champagne
available at additional cost.
WHEN:

Educational Series – Walking Tour with
Jason Wordie: Kowloon Tsim Sha Tsui

Tuesday, 29 January, 9:00 AM – 12:30 PM
Meet at Kowloon Star Ferry, Tsim Sha
Tsui (Exact location will be emailed to
participants)
COST:
$440 member/$500 member’s guest
CAPACITY:
12 min/18 max
COORDINATOR(S): Susan Soskin West 9191 1503, Susan
Brooks 9628 7763
Tsim Sha Tsui and Kowloon have long been Hong Kong’s
most popular tourist area. Join us for an insightful and
entertaining walk to learn about the past, present and future
of this important and picturesque part of Hong Kong. While
there’s no trace of the historical small villages, many aspects
of former British Kowloon remain and have evolved or been
incorporated into modern developments, from a former
marine police headquarters turned into a luxury hotel, to
schools and historical churches. Don’t miss this opportunity to
visit the world-famous Chungking Mansions, one of Hong
Kong’s leading trading hubs, and a backpacker haven for
decades – it is like a mini-United Nations and one of the most
fascinating corners of Kowloon. Discover prewar architecture
near Jordan Road. Our exploration will finish in Yau Ma Tei,
near the renowned Tin Hau Temple from which Temple Street
takes its name, where you are welcome to enjoy lunch at
shared expense if anyone wants to stay on.
WHEN:
WHERE:

Registration Procedures

Local Tour and Activity (LTA) events are open for registration
as of the first of each month in which the activity will be held.
Activities being held in the early part of the following month
are open for registration on the first day of the prior month.
Check the AWA website at www.awa.org.hk for the most
up-to-date schedule and don’t forget to register early as
many of the events will sell out.

Refund, Cancellation and Substitution
Policies

Every activity includes an administrative fee of HK$60
Member/HK$120 Member’s Guest. This base fee is not
refundable at any time unless the AWA cancels the event.
Charges in excess of the base fee are refundable if
cancellation is received by the AWA office at least one full
week before the activity date. For example, if the activity is
on a Tuesday, cancellation must be received prior to
midnight of the previous Tuesday. If the AWA cancels an
event, the entire activity cost will be automatically credited
to you. Credit notes are not transferable and must be used
within six months from the date of issue or by the end of
the AWA fiscal year (30 June), whichever is earlier. You
may request a check in lieu of a credit at any time before
the credit expires.
Owing to the popularity of AWA activities, many have a
wait list and therefore substitutions cannot be accepted. If
you are unable to attend an activity, please, inform the
AWA office to cancel your place and allow someone on the
waitlist to attend.
*The $60 registration fee is purely an administration fee. It
is not donated to the Charitable and Education fund.
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ONGOING GROUPS

AWA’s Ongoing Clubs & Sports
Of the many ways to get involved in the AWA, Ongoing Clubs & Sports are the most popular, and easiest, ways to make new
friends. We offer something for everyone: from hobbies to languages, golf and dragon boat racing. Ongoing Clubs & Sports
offer comfortable and enjoyable ways to keep busy and expand your network of friends. These activities are organized by AWA
members for AWA members with similar interests and passions. One-time registration is required in order to receive updates
about scheduled activities. For more information and to register, go online to www.awa.org.hk.

ART LOVERS:

Kumiko Matsushima, kumikomatsushima333@gmail.com

PHOTOGRAPHY GROUP:
STITCH:
AFTERNOON BOOK CLUB:

Angela Bellas, angela_bellas@yahoo.com

		

SPIRITUAL LITERACY GROUP:
MAHJONG MADNESS:
SOCIAL BRIDGE AND LUNCH:

		

Connie Albracht, conniealbracht@me.com
Penny Van Niel, penny.vanniel@gmail.com
Linda Berman, lindaberman9@gmail.com
Kate Weisman, kate.weisman@gmail.com
Katherine Fenton, klfone@aol.com
Nicola Robertson, jamjarrobertson@aol.co.uk
Heather Black, heatherblack99@hotmail.com
Cat Graydon, cmgraydon@gmail.com

GAMES GALORE-MAHJONG
OR BRIDGE:
Beth Hall, bethall@netvigator.com
LUNCH BUNCH:
Connie Albracht, conniealbracht@me.com
GALLOPING GOURMET: 	Linda Gomoll, Ljgomoll1@gmail.com

		
		

Jean Han, jeanhoya@yahoo.com
Penny Soder, pennysoder@gmail.com

AWA HIKING GROUP:

Gail Sousa, glsousa@yahoo.com (Monday hikes)
Alison Doran, ajdoran23@gmail.com (Monday hikes)
Kathryn Abbott, ykathrynabbott@hotmail.com (Wednesday hikes)
Jackie Smith, jackie.smith8@yahoo.com (Wednesday hikes)

AWA GLOBE PADDLERS
DRAGON BOAT TEAM:
AWA GOLF SOCIETY:
WOMEN’S FORUM:
WOW: 		
ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITTEE:

Sarah Brundan, sjbrundan@yahoo.co.in
Augusta Nichols-Even, nichols.even@gmail.com
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Nicci Button and Tanya Keg, golf@awa.org
MaryAnn Boone, maryannboone828@gmail.com
Karen Whitaker, wow@awa.org.hk
Gabriela Caraman-Heijnen, awahkenvironment@gmail.com

CONTACT INFORMATION
OFFICE
Phone
Fax
Hours
Address

2527 2961/2
2865 7737
9:30am – 3:30pm Mon-Thu
No.5, 11th floor, Arion Commercial Centre,
2-12 Queen's Road West, Hong Kong
Website
www.awa.org.hk
Director of Operations Barbora Mayer: director_operations@awa.org.hk
Membership Representative
Joanne Lam: info@awa.org.hk

COMMUNITY SERVICE

COMMUNITY
volunteering@awa.org.hk

Chairperson
Lee Parr: volunteering@awa.org.hk
Soup Kitchen
Claudia Ciesielski: claudiahk2001@yahoo.com.hk
HK Society for the Blind
Lee Parr: kingsmeadparr@aol.com
Ronald McDonald House Renee Cheung: reneecheung@me.com
Hong Kong Hosts:
Adopt a Marine/Sailor
Amy Caine: hongkonghosts@awa.org.hk
China Merchants Wharf
Kimm Schumacher: Kimm.fl@gmail.com

EDUCATION & SCHOLARSHIP

educationscholarship@awa.org.hk

Chairperson Augusta Nichols-Even: educationscholarship@awa.org.hk
English Programs:
Kwun Tong
Marti Law: martilaw@hotmail.com
Pok Fu Lam
Liz Clark: liz.clark.hk@gmail.com
Sham Shui Po Barbara Iannazzone: barbara.iannazzone@gmail.com
Chai Wan
Linda Gomoll: ljgomoll1@gmail.com
Mei Foo Reading Program Jill Baran Scott: jbaranscott@gmail.com
Lai King
Karen Prosser: Kakki1961@hotmail.com
Dining Etiquette
Bernice Lee: bernicelee2002@yahoo.com
Mock Interviews
Katherine Payne: kepayne2506@gmail.com

PUBLIC RELATIONS

publicrelations@awa.org.hk

Chairperson
Rachel Bourke: publicrelations@awa.org.hk
Newsletter/E-Blast Coordinator Rachel Bourke: publicrelations@awa.org.hk
Forum Moderator
Rachel Bourke: forum@awa.org.hk

MEMBERSHIP

EXECUTIVE BOARD

EXECUTIVE BOARD
president@awa.org.hk

President
Andrea Roth: president@awa.org.hk
1st VP Fundraising
Robin Neiterman: fundraising@awa.org.hk
2nd VP Membership
Gail Sousa: membership@awa.org.hk
3rd VP Activities
Tracey Lee Hayes: activities@awa.org.hk
Treasurer
Alison Doran: treasurer@awa.org.hk
Recording Secretary
Jessica Cheng: secretary@awa.org.hk
Charitable Donations
Beth McNicholas: charities@awa.org.hk
Community Service
Lee Parr: volunteering@awa.org.hk
Education & Scholarship
Augusta Nichols-Even: educationscholarship@awa.org.hk
AWAre Editor
Stephanie Chan: aware@awa.org.hk
Sponsorship
Debbie Cruikshank: corporatesponsor@awa.org.hk
PR & Communications Rachel Bourke: publicrelations@awa.org.hk
SOCIAL

ACTIVITIES
3rd Vice President
Asian Tours

activities@awa.org.hk
Tracey-Lee Hayes: activities@awa.org.hk
Tracey-Lee Hayes: tleehayes@me.com
Annie Fifer: annefifer@gmail.com
Heidi Rockowitz: heidirockowitz@gmail.com
Debbie Cruikshank: Debcruik@aol.com

If you would like to join the AWA or if you have any
question about the organization, please contact the office
or any of the Executive Board members.

CARPET WASHING & REPAIRS
PROFESSIONALS
CLEANING & REPAIR SERVICES
Our cleaning and repair services are the best
in Hong Kong. Free pickup and delivery.

membership@awa.org.hk

2nd Vice President
Buddy Program
CHAT Coordinator

Gail Sousa: membership@awa.org.hk
Alison May: alisonemay@me.com
Nancy Acee: hacee3@gmail.com
Avril York: avrily7@gmail.com
Foon Ying-Hong Kong Insights Chrissie Govier: chrissie.govier@gmail.com
Helen Pott: helen.hk123@gmail.com
Membership Discounts
membership@awa.org.hk
OWL
Connie Albracht: conniealbracht@me.com
DB Owl
Dede Marconato, marconatofamily@gmail.com
WOW
Karen Whitaker: wow@awa.org.hk

SHOP IN YOUR HOME

You can buy a carpet in the comfort of your home.
(We can bring the carpets to you with no obligation.)

CALL
: 9018 0897 / 2851 3665
EMAIL
: Iqbalhk@me.com
WEBSITE : Iqbalcarpets.hk
ADDRESS : G/F. 21 PO TUNG RD. SAIKUNG
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JOIN US TODAY
Become a part of AmCham network and experience the differences with…

The American Chamber of Commerce is the largest international
chamber in Hong Kong, with almost 50 years of history and influence
in the Asia-Pacific. Our mission is to serve as a center for networking,
information and advocacy for our valued members.

Enquiry: membership@amcham.org.hk / +852 2530 6925
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